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Senior Full Stack Engineer, Odense.
We are looking for a Senior Full Stack Engineer for our development team, in a mainly frontend position to help us build the remote drone operation experience of the future.
Our new web frontend uses Blazor/c# which is why we are looking for a broader skillset than normal for a frontend engineer,
JavaScript skills are still important for programming interoperability, but our custom components are written in c#.
We love challenging goals. Finding the root cause to problems. We are always learning. We drive with data. We use agile processes
to continuously deliver increasing value to customers. We try to apply common sense and pragmatism to everything, to find the
correct balance between doing it right and getting things done.

Our Stack:
We use Microsoft’s frontend framework Blazor on top of Blazorise (using Bootstrap).
Communication to the backend is done through SignalR and OpenAPIs.
The backend uses the windows server stack, using .net core in a cross-platform manner, but other components also use Linux, Go,
C++ and Python. Our solution is mainly hosted and based on services in Azure cloud but also AWS.
We work with technologies ranging from our own developed hardware, IoT, global connectivity, Edge AI, real-time streaming to
cloud based serverless function applications and security solutions.

Our team members traits:
Curiosity, drive and passion are shared characteristics of all people at Lorenz, our team is diverse, consisting of people from several nationalities, and English is usually the spoken language at the office. We are looking for these values in every person we are
hiring. We only want people who are willing to constantly learn through challenging themselves and others.

Here’s what you’ll do:
 Help build our new frontend for real-time interactive control of drones and robots.
 As a member of the Hive Engineering team, you will contribute and add value to core end-user products
 Y
 ou will support our product discovery by prototyping new features, iterating on existing ones, all while constantly improving
the existing codebase to ensure high maintainability and extensibility
 T
 his is a high impact role where your contributions will not only make a difference for our users but also heavily influence our
technical basis and improve the development activities for all front-end development.
 If you love ownership, collaborating, building, and constantly raising the bar, you will thrive in this team.
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What you will need:
 Examples of exceptional abilities within frontend engineering or an equivalent of 3-5 years of experience.
 Experience with a modern JS framework and ideally you might have tried Blazor at least in a hobby project.
 Ability to make HTML and CSS bend to your will, perhaps know SCSS/LESS
 Willingness to constantly learn, improve and tackle hard challenges.
 Y
 ou like to work in a cross-functional team, closely collaborating with other Frontend/Backend/Robotics Engineers & Product
Management
 Fluent in English
If you feel like you are missing some of the hard skills – don’t worry, we are hiring for the attitude, values, and personality.

How to apply:
Send your application and updated CV at: lorenztechnology.com/career-opportunities as soon as posible. We will host interviews
continually and end the recruting process upon finding the right candidate.
Please reach out to Jim jw@lorenztechnology.dk If you have questions about the position
Regarding COVID, we are currently working in the offices again, and prioritize being there physically, when possible. Remote work
is still a possibility when needed
Read more about us here: About | Lorenz Technology
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